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What is WordPress VIP

 Provided by Automatic

 Private Version of Wordpress.com

 Optimized plugins and functions

 Automatic Staff Review Of All Code Commits (via SVN)

 Unlimited Traffic at a flat monthly fee



The Site



The Traffic (one month)  



Stack

Dev on Quickstart

Staging

VIP



Quickstart

 VIP Quickstart is a 
local development 
environment for 
WordPress.com VIP 
developers. It 
provides developers 
with an environment 
that closely mirrors 
WordPress.com

 Local

 VirtualBox

 Vagrant

 Git

 Public Server

 Tested with a host running Ubuntu 
12.04

 Git

 Puppet



My Pain is Your Gain





Coding for Others to Review

Removing Commented-out code

Write for a non-related developer to review





Escape Outputs / Sanitize Inputs

 Guiding Principles 

 Never trust user input.

 Escape as late as possible.

 Escape everything from untrusted sources (like databases and users), third-parties 

(like Twitter), etc.

 Never assume anything.

 Never trust user input.

 Sanitation is okay, but validation/rejection is better.

 Never trust user input.



Sanitize and Escape

 sanitize_email() 

 sanitize_file_name()  

 sanitize_html_class()  

 sanitize_key()

 sanitize_meta()  

 sanitize_mime_type()  

 sanitize_option()

 sanitize_sql_orderby()

 sanitize_text_field()    sanitize_title()

 sanitize_title_for_query()

 sanitize_title_with_dashes()

 sanitize_user()

 Intval()

 wp_kses()

 wp_kses()

 esc_textarea() 

 esc_attr()

 esc_js()

 esc_url()

 validate_file()



Deploy Via SVN / Git

 Code review and testing prior to deployment

 VIP Deployments happen when code gets approved,  not when scheduled

 Coding with settings, All updates must be written into code, or done after 

launch.





If it is important, code it yourself

 VIP supports / allows limited number of plugins

 Skip plugins for basic functionality such as Custom Post Types

 Many plugins are overkill



Stuff they look for

 Uncached Functions

 Unprefexied Functions / Namespaces

 theme_name_function_name()

 Failing to check current_user_can()

 Arbitrary JavaScript and CSS stored in options or meta

 Waiting on Remote API calls

 Order By Rand / No LIMIT queries

 Skipping the cache with query vars

 *_meta as a hit counters

https://developer.wordpress.org/reference/functions/current_user_can/



